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Enterprise-scale landing zones
Getting ready to deploy workloads 
on Azure
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What are you going to build?

A house A bridgeA stadium
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All foundations are NOT created equal

A house A bridgeA stadium



The value of creating cloud-ready environments

 Aligned to business priorities
 Cloud-design considerations
 Adapted for cloud operating 

model
 Ready for cloud applications
 Adaptable to grow and expand
 Compliant 

Agile

Cutting-edge 
innovation

Secure



Azure landing 
zones

Azure landing zones help customers set 
up their Azure environment for scale, 
security, governance, networking, and 
identity. 

Azure landing zones:
• Enable migrations and net new apps
• Consider all platform resources 
• Don't differentiate between IaaS or 

PaaS



Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework for Azure

Define strategy
Define business 
justification and expected 
outcomes 

Plan
Align actionable cloud 
adoption plan to 
business outcomes

Ready
Prepare people, process 
and environment for 
change

Adopt
Migrate or Innovate
Implement desired changes 
across IT and business 
processes

Govern
Comply, control and 
secure

Manage
Operate and optimize

Proven business and technical guidance to help customers create and implement the business and 
technology strategies necessary to succeed in the cloud



Azure Landing Zones | Design Areas

Enterprise 
Enrollment

Network Topology 
& Connectivity

Identity

Operations 
baseline

Deployment 
options

Resource 
Organization

Business Continuity & 
Disaster Recovery

Governance 
disciplines



What is Enterprise-scale?



Key Challenges

Architecture Complexity: Customers lack the required level of understanding and experience on 
Azure. The mismatch between on-premises infrastructure and cloud-design considerations creates 
dissonance and friction with respect to defining architectures and standards for their migration to the 
cloud. They are struggling with the translation of their requirements to Azure concepts, capabilities, 
constructs and security model. 

Operating Compatibility: Existing approaches and functions for the traditional delivery and 
management of IT services are not compatible with the Azure platform and cloud operating models. 
When combined with a lack of skills and experience, customers are struggling to define and therefore 
transform their operating model to manage and support large-scale cloud infrastructure.

Lack of Trust and Desire for Control: The absence of a precise and detailed cloud architecture 
that is compliant with their requirements, and the lack of a well-defined operating model to support 
such a platform, leads IT not to trust Azure and instead strive to maintain full control. This often involves 
building ‘walls’ and complicated processes which ultimately get in the way of business lines adopting 
Azure.



Metropolis
Using an analogy, this is similar to
how city utilities such as water, gas, 
and electricity are accessible before 
new houses are constructed. In this 
context, the network, IAM, policies, 
management, and monitoring are 
shared 'utility' services that must be 
readily available to help streamline 
the application migration process.



Enterprise-scale?

Enterprise-scale Architecture:

• Enterprise-scale design principles: Principles to help/guide 
you customize the design.

• Enterprise-scale design guidelines: Guidelines (decisions 
and recommendations) for the 8 components of the 
enterprise-scale architecture

• Enterprise-scale Implementation guide: The way you create 
those things using reference implementation in GitHub and 
the deployment pipeline

Enterprise-scale Reference Implementation: 

• Enterprise-scale foundation: A reference implementation of 
shared services containing network, security, identity, 
governance services required to construct and operationalize 
an enterprise-scale landing zone

• Enterprise-scale landing zone(s): A reference 
implementation of a workload environment conforming to 
the enterprise-scale architecture (opinionated way to 
implement, code)

Enterprise-scale is an architecture approach and reference implementation that enables effective 
construction and operationalization of landing zones on Azure, at scale and aligned with Azure 
Roadmap and Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework for Azure.

Authoritative 
Provides holistic design 
decision framework for 

Azure Platform.

Proven
Based on success of 

large-scale migration 
projects at-scale.

Prescriptive
Apply it on clearly plan 
and design your Azure 

environment.



Enterprise-scale





Demo



Resources



 Learn more about landing zone and Enterprise at Scale
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-framework/ready/landing-zone/

 Check out the reference implementations
https://github.com/Azure/Enterprise-Scale/blob/main/docs/EnterpriseScale-Deploy-reference-

implentations.md

 Deploying Enterprise Scale - Basic Setup
https://github.com/Azure/Enterprise-Scale/wiki/Deploying-Enterprise-Scale-BasicSetup

Let’s get started and build your enterprise-scale landing zone for 
successful deployment and use of Azure

Resources



Thank you!


